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within BUILD Review’s 2018 Architectural
Innovation Awards, and that you have been
awarded our Sweden's Most Innovative Structural
Designer.
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Hello Josef
We are delighted to announce that yourself and Cosmic
Construction & Build Co. are recipients within BUILD Review’s
2018 Architectural Innovation Awards, and that you have been
awarded our Sweden's Most Innovative Structural Designer.
Our 2018 Architectural Innovation recipients are handpicked by
BUILD Review based on the comprehensive analysis and
research undertaken by the wider group.
This proven approach ensures that we select our candidates
purely on merit – not popularity – and recognize the very best in
business. Whether you run a single office firm or a multinational
corporation, we reward those that are succeeding in their
endeavors, innovating, growing, and improving.
Proudly not pay-to-play, we invite all of this years’ recipients to
share their success through a complementary digital certificate
and copyright to the title.
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Hi Josef
Having recently shortlisted for the fourth annual Architecture Awards, I
am delighted to inform you that Cosmic Construction & Build Co. has
been successful this year.
Details of your award are listed below:
Company:
Cosmic
Construction
&
Build
Co.
Award(s): Best Survival Architecture Firm 2018 - Sweden &
Excellence Award for Sustainability Initiatives - Sweden
This year’s Architecture Awards have once again cast a spotlight on the
exceptional and ground-breaking work undertaken by the world’s
leading studios, practices and designers. Your success is an
unmistakable achievement, a true testament to your contribution to the
industry, and as such I’m sure you will want to share the good news!

Cosmic Construction & Build Co.
July 27, 2018

Cosmic Construction & Build Co.
Best Survival Architecture Firm 2018 - Sweden &
Excellence Award for Sustainability Initiatives - Sweden
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Survival Project. – Build awards 2016, 2017, 2018
The magnetic fields of the Sun and the Earth.
We know that these fields are weaker than they were previously. This is due to the fact that there is a celestial body in our
solar system with a stronger magnetic field than those of the Earth and the Sun. This celestial body appeared last spring
according to information on the Internet, see picture above. Two suns, the Sun and the neutron sun/neutron star constitute a
binary star system. The Sun’s and the Earth’s magnetic fields are much weaker because of the neutron star’s stronger
magnetic field. Our magnetic field is a protection against, among other things, outer space, and rays from the Sun. The weak
magnetic field causes dehydration which makes agriculture impossible, global bushfires will ravage our world, the oceans
will become warmer and terrible hurricanes will follow. This is the cause of global climate change with various effects:
powerful earthquakes, and volcano eruptions, global floods. The closer to us and the Sun the neutron star is, the worse the
catastrophes. Time is ripe now. This is a new but yet old topic, history.
History repeats itself. Even Nostradamus writes about the arrival of the neutron star. In the picture we can see that the Sun
illuminates the dark neutron star. A direct hit by Nostradamus!
They say that the neutron star will appear between Jupiter and Mars. According to the Internet it appeared last spring, which
concretely means that it is situated between Jupiter and Mars. According to astronomy and astronomers who follow its path it
will take only a couple of years for it to reach the Earth. This will happen around 2020 - 22. Time is short. They also state
that around 200 individuals will survive – but at the moment there is no protection. They may survive thanks to my Survival
Project, but I must get started as soon as possible without any resistance,
Note that these global natural catastrophes also occur in our solar system and affect all planets and their moons. Note also
that planet Nibiru, also called Planet X, orbits the neutron star Nemesis as part of its solar system. Time has come for it to
appear again between Jupiter and Mars.

Nostradamus - Quatrains
Century 2, Quatrain 41
The great star will burn for
seven days,
The cloud will cause two suns
to appear:
The big mastiff will howl all
night
When the great pontiff will
change country
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More info at Architecture
Awards 2016, 2017.
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